
DSLR Photography Basics
M-101 Lab 

What does DSLR stand for?

DIGITAL SINGLE LENS REFLEX



1.What is APERTURE?!
!

!
is how wide the hole in the!
back of the lens opens when we snap the picture



How is APERTURE measured?!
What does a big number mean?!
What does a small number mean? 
m!
an ?



How is it measured?(give example too)  
in F-stops - f 22!

What does a big number mean ?!
 a larger number means a smaller opening and 

less light is let in 
What does a small number mean? !

a small number means a larger opening and 
more light is let in!

Aperture





What is SHUTTER SPEED?  
 

How is it measured? (give example too)!
What does a big number mean ?  

What does a small number mean?

Shutter Speed is the length (amount) !
of time the shutter is opened- !

Measured in Fractions of a second 1/60  1/1200!
!

A fraction with a large denominator (1/60 -1/2000) 
means that the shutter was opened a short amount  

of time!
= less light in- good for fast action shots!





What is ISO?!
How is it measured? (give example !
What does a big number mean ? !

What does a small number mean?!



What is ISO?!
 IT is measured in increments of 100-and!

doubles each time like- 100 200 400 800 etc!
!

a large number means the camera is more 
sensitive to the light- good for low light and 

night time situations!
 

 A small number means the camera is less 
sensitive to light-good for bright rooms and 

sunny days!
!





4.What is WHITE BALANCE?!
!

How is it measured?
4. the matching of the camera sensor to the current lighting conditions!

White Balance is the matching of 
the camera sensor to the current 
lighting conditions!
!

Measured in Degrees Kelvin ns!





What is 3 Point Lighting? 
!

What are the 3 major parts of 3 Point Lighting?

A lighting technique used in video and photography 
sessions where 3 different lights are used to “light the scene”

3 major parts are:	

a. Key Light  b. Fill Light  c. Back Light





What is DEPTH OF FIELD?

NAME the 2 types of DEPTH of FIELD?	

!

If we have a large lens opening,	

what type of  DEPTH OF FIELD will we get?



Depth Of Field is what is in focus in front 
of and behind the subject we are 

photographing

The 2 Types of Depth of Field are: 
Shallow & Deep

With a Large Opening or Aperture, we will get a Shallow 
Depth Of Field or a focus on one thing



Shallow Depth Of Field


